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The scenario manager allows users to compare an existing model with variations of such model to analysis changes in
the results due to these variations. StorageVET can run one reference case with up to 5 scenarios. A reference case is the
base case one wishes to use for comparison, and a scenario case is one which contains a variation, and should be
compared with the reference case.
Steps:
1) After finishing your model, run the results and ensure that the current model results are appropriate
2) For instance, if the service selected is any of the following four services
 Retail Demand Charge Reduction
 Retail Energy Time Shift
 Backup Power
 Demand Response Program Participation
Under “General Settings”, ensure the “Grid Location” is set to “Customer Side of Meter” and “Control Actor” is
set for “Customer”, “IPP”, or “Utility”:

Similarly, for the other services, “Distribution” or “Transmission” must be selected as “Grid Location”
You are now ready to use the scenario manager.
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3) Under “Data/Scenarios” tab, select “Scenarios”. This is where each scenario can be configured to run at once

4) Select “Scenario Headers” and input description for scenarios.

Select Scenario headers and
add scenarios if needed
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5) By default, StorageVET will have one scenario case. Click “Add Scenario” to add addition scenarios for
comparison. In this example, a scenario case is made to increase energy capacity in “Scenario B” from the
original energy capacity of “Reference”. StorageVET can handle more complicated scenarios using other input
variables.

Add description of
scenarios

6) Click on “Select scenario input variables” to select variables that will change in each scenario. More than one
can change, and this list consists of all the input variables available in StorageVET.
In the same example of comparing increased capacity, “Energy Capacity” is checked.
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Select input variables
for scenario

In another example, the value of Day Ahead Energy Prices can be varied:

Select input variables
for varying Day Ahead
Energy Time Shift

7) Define scenarios by specifying values for each of the input variables. In the case of increasing energy capacity,
one can simply compare 500 kWh vs 1000 kWh, as shown below.
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Specify input variables
for all scenarios

8) Click “Table” under “Scenario results to save” to select results you wish to save.
When ready, select “Run Scenarios”

Select results to save for
comparison between scenarios

9) StorageVET will begin to compute results for each scenario.
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10) When the computing is finished, select results to view under “Results to view” and click “Calc”
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Results will show up, allowing you to compare
reference case with scenario case

11) Select “Save results to file” to export scenario manager results
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12) Give a unique name to the Excel file

13) To reduce memory space, you can delete the scenario results if they have been saved locally on your computer
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14) View your results in Excel. Scenario cases will appear below results from reference case

Scenario cases appear after reference cases below

15) If wish to start over, select “Delete All Results”
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